
Guide to Pro Cricket Scorer – DLS 
Every time there is an interruption or an alteration to the number of overs during a game you must 
input this into the Play-Cricket Scorer Pro system. You do this by clicking on the “Overs Rem:” under 
the score summary section (seen here at the top of the screen). This needs to be done at any point 
during the game. Play-Cricket Scorer will automatically adjust the overs as relevant. 

 

It will open up the screen below and you should select the format of DLS that is to be used by the 
league. You must select the most recent version. In this instance it is Profession (2020, v4). The 
settings for league and cup fixtures should result in this being populated already. 



 

Following this, you must click the button to the right which says “Add”. This will come up with the 
following screen. On here you can see it shows where abouts in the game you are currently (in this 
case, second innings, over 37.5 and score 249/4. You can change the revised overs. Change the 
revised overs based on what the umpire tells you have been reduced per side. In the example below 
it will only reduce overs from the second innings as we are in the second innings. Click enter. You will 
see the revised target change. Every time there is an interruption you need to add another change in 
revised totals, and not change the one that is already on the revision history, so click “Add” again 
and a second line on the table will appear with the stage of the game that you are at, at that point. 

 

 
 



You must then click DLS Par Table and it will bring up a screen similar to the one below. Here you can 
see what the team batting second must be on at the end of each of the remaining overs based on 
the number of wickets lost by the side. The option for DLS Par table should only be selected during 
the Second Innings as this is linked to the targets being set.  
 

 
 
You have the option of clicking Over by Over or Ball by Ball – you need to click Over by Over. Next to 
this you can see a “Print” button. The small arrow allows you to Print, Save to PDF, or Email as PDF.  
                                   
It is now Bradford Premier League rules that you print off an updated DLS Par Score sheet at every 
interval and change in overs. The Umpires have been informed not to restart the game without the 
print outs.  
 
Advice would be to print this off before you leave the scoreboard at tea (if facilities are in place to do 
so), and then at all subsequent intervals. 
 
You can access the DLS Par Score Table at any stage during the game by clicking on the underlined 
“DLS Par:” icon on the Score Summary section of Play-Cricket Scorer Pro. 


